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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 214 x 149 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Ancient cultures on continents separated by
thousands of miles simultaneously developed identical technologies thousands of years ago
despite never having encountered each other. Their legends contain near-identical descriptions of
fiery objects that arrived from the sky, of wise beings that brought them knowledge, and of a great
flood that destroyed their cities long, long ago. Modern archaeology dismisses these legends as
myths. Ethan Warner knows better. Peru, 1571: On a mountain high in the Andes in the last days of
the Inca Empire, six children are ritually sacrificed to the Inca God Inti. Entombed in the icy wastes,
they have lain awaiting discovery for centuries. They are remarkable for one reason: their skulls are
elongated almost beyond recognition. In 1914, intrepid American explorer Hiram Bingham III
discovers the lost Inca citadel of Macchu Picchu, and in doing so starts a race to discover one of the
greatest secrets mankind has ever known. Present day: Former US Marine and investigative
journalist Ethan Warner has shunned civilization after five investigations with the Defense
Intelligence Agency. Living alone in the wilderness,...
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This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffry Tromp-- Jeffry Tromp

The most e ective book i ever read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you ask me).
-- Rusty Kerluke-- Rusty Kerluke
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